EMRA Fiscal Year 2020 Annual Report
Membership: 16,813

97% of EM residents are EMRA members

220 EMRAfed programs with 100% membership annually invested into EMRA members

$3.12M growth in revenue from operations

EMRA helps you become the BEST DOCTOR you can be

53,678 total EMRA^Cast downloads

34,807 unique EM Resident monthly online views and print distribution of

>16k

7,000+ views/downloads of EMRA Hangout

8 brand-new/updated publications for a total of

34

EMRA helps you become the BEST LEADER you can be

14 Board Members representing EMRA’s most diverse [gender, ethnicity, LGBTQ, MD/DO] leadership in its history

831,000+ 45 Under 45 social media impressions

138 funded national leadership positions for members

400+ nominations received for EMRA Awards

381 fellowships in EMRA Match with nearly 1,000,000 searches since launch

481 meetings, events, and webinars hosted by 20 EMRA Committees

1,900+ downloads of MobiEM

EMRA helps EM become the BEST SPECIALTY it can be

68 COVID-19 specific programming sessions

Advocated for O-SLOE rotation recommendations

Led the multi-organization collaboration on the 2020 - 2021 Residency Application Consensus Statement

Celebrated 45 Years of Serving Emergency Medicine Residents

Partnered with Vot-ER to promote civic engagement

July 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020